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G. E. M. Anscomb. is one of the foremost scholars of philosophy

in this half cent:ury. Her work on Wittgenstein, intention, and
"intentionality" arc dassics in the field. That such an eminent,
thoroughly modem philosopher should find the Church's teaching against contraception eminently defensible may be surprising
to those who "oish to dismiss the Church's teaching as the outmoded teaching of a Church committed to outmoded philosophie>.
Anscombe's essay was one of the earliest philosophical defenses
of Humanae Vitae and remains one of the best. But the philosophical defense comes late in her essay. Speaking first as a Catholic
,Christian, she observes that the' enthusiasm for contraception is
incompatible with tbe demands of Christian discipleship. She
notes how Christians bave always held themselves to a higher
standard in morality, especially sexual mor.ality, than secular society.
There follows a helpful explanation of many of the peculiarities of
the historical condemnation of contraception, for instance, its
being categorized with the sin of homicide. Very welcome is her
fur treatment of the much-maligned Augustine and his ;rrgument
that sex engaged in ''purely for pleasure" is sinful, if only in a small
way. Tn her treatment of Augustine and in the closing pages of her
eSSay, Anscombe patiently explains the difference between sexual
intercourse undertaken for 'purposes of assuaging lust or for the
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purposes of sensuality, pUIpOses that are degrading to both partners,
and true marital sexual intercourse motivated by the deSlre to
enjoy a great pleasure with one's spouse, a purpose fully in accord
,,~th God's intent that we properly enjoy tbe true goods of this
world.
Anscombe's work abounds in careful distinctions. Once some
fulse positions are exposed, some historical strands clarified and
connected, Anscombe begins her peerless explanation of the evil
of contraception with a skillful explanation of the meaning of the
word intention. She notes how, although both couples usmg
"rhvthm" and those using contraception
have the same "funher~
in~ntion of avoiding conception, their immediate intentions differ radically. The contracepring couple intends to engage in an act
and simultaneously to rob that act of its deepest meaning, whereas
the abstaining couple simply rcfrain from engaging in an act that
may lead to conception. Her argument requires and repays a
careful and exact reading. Her reasoning demonstrates that if
sexual intercourse is severed from its procreative meaning, philosophical consistency would necessitate the legitimizing of any and
all sexual activity. She ends as she begins. noting the meaning of
the call to Cluistian discipleship, and implores us not to succumb
to the blandishments of ,he age.

5
CONTRACEPTION AND CHASTITY

by
C;. 1:. )Vf.L1nscornbe

rru.y

This is a reprint ofber essay printed in pamphlet foml, Contraception
and Chastity (London: Catholic Truth Society, 1975).

I

I will first ask you to contemplate a familiar point: the fantastic
change that has come abour in people" situation in respect of
haYing children because of the invention of efficient contraceptives.
You see, what can't be otherwise we accept; and so we accept
death and its unhappiness. But possibility destroys mere acceptance.
lind so it is with the possibility of having intercourse and preventing
conception. This power is now placed in a woman's hands; she
needn't have children when she doesn't ,vant to and she can srill
have ber man! This can make the former state of things look
intolerable, so that one wonders why they were so pleased about
weddings in fonner times and why the wedding day was supposed to be such a fine day for the bride.
There alwap used to be a colossal strain in ancient times
between heathen morality and Christian moralitv-, and one of the
things pagan converts ru:d to be told about th~ way they were
entering on was that they must abstain from fornication. This
peculiarity of the Cluistian li£e was taught in a precept issued by
the Council of Jerusalem, the very fIrSt council of the Christian
Church. The prohibition was issued in the same breath as the
merely temporary retention ofJuciaic 1av.'S prohibiting the caring
of blood-no black pudding!-and the prohibition on eating the
121
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flesh of animals that had been sacrificed to idols. And io one way
these may MV1e been psychologically the same SOrt of prohibitio;'
to a pagan convert. The Christian life simply imposed mese
peculiar restrictions on you. All the same the prohibition on
fornication must have stood oUt~ it must have meant a very serious
change of life to many, as it would today. Christian life meant a
separation from the standards of mat world: you couldn't he a
BlW.I-worshipper, you couldn't sacrifice to idoh, be a sodomite,
practice iofanticide, compatibly wim the Christian allegiance.
That is not to say that Christians were good; we humans are a bad
lot and Our lives as Christians even if not blackly and grossly
wicked are usually very mediocre. But me Catholic Christian
badge now agaio means separation, even for such poor mediocrities, from wMt the unchristian world io the West approves
and professes.
Christianitv was at odds with me heathen world, not only
about fornication, inEmticide and idolatry; but also about marriage.
Christians were taught mat husband and wife had equal rights io
one another's bodies; a wife is wronged by her husband's adultery
as well as a husband by his ",-ire's. And Christianity iovolved
nonacceptance of the contemptible r"le of the female partner io
fornication, calling the prostitute to repentance and repudiating
respectable concubinage. And finally for Christians divorce was
excluded. These differences were the measure, great enough, of
me separation between Christianity and the pagan world io these
matters. By now, Christian teachiog is, of course, known all over
the world; and it goes without sayiog for those io the West that
what they call "acceptiog traditional morals" mearu counting
fornication as wrong-it'S just not a respectable rhiog. But we
ought to be conscious that, like me objection to iofanticide, this is
a Jewish-Christian ioheritance. ll.nd we should realize tMt heathen humanity tends to Mve a diffe"nt atritude towards bam. In
Christian teachiog a value is set on every human life and on men's
chastity as well as on women's and this as part of me ordioary
calliog of a Christian, not just io connexion with the austerity of
monks. Faithfulness, by which a man turned only to his spouse,
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forsweariog all other women, was coonted as one of the great
goods of marriage.
But me quarrel is fur greater between Christianity and me
present-day heathen, post-Chrisrum, morality that has sprung up
as a result of contraception. lu one word: Christianity taught that
men ought to be as chaste as pagans mought honest women ought
to be; the contraceptive morality teaches that women need to be
as little chaste as pagans thought men need be.
. And if there is nothiog iotrinsically wrong wim contraceptive
Intercourse, and if it could become general practice everywhere
when mere is intercourse but ought to be no begetting, then it's
very di£fu;ult to See me objection to this morality; for the ground
of objection to fornication and adultery Was that sexUlll iotercourse is only right io me sort of set-up that typically provides
children wi m a famer and mother to care for memo If you can
tum iotercourse iota somemiog other than the reproductive type
of act (I don't mean of course mat every act is reproductive any
mOre than every acorn leads to an oak-tree but it's me reproductive type of act) then why, if you can change it, should it be
restricted to me married? Restricted, tMt is, to parmers bound io a
formal, legal, union whose fundamental purpose is me bringiog
up of children? For if that is not irs fundamental purpose there is
no reason why for example "marriage" should have to be between
people of opposite sexes. But then, of course, it becomes unclear
why you should have a ceremony, why you should have a formality at all. And so we must grant tMt children are io this general
way the main poiot of the existence of such an arrangement. But if
sexual union ean be deliberately and totally divorced iTom fertility,
then we may wonder why sexual union MS got to be married
union. If me expression of love between the parmers is the point,
then it shouldn't be so narrowly confIned.
The only objection, men, to the new heathen. contraceptive
morality will be tMt the second condition I mentioned-nearuniversality of Conlnceprion where mere ought not to be begetting
-slillply won't be fulfilled. Agaiost me background of a society
wim mat morality, more and more people will Mve intercours~
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with little feeling of responsibility, little restraint, and yet they juSt
"'un't be so careful about always using contraceptives. And so the
widesptead use of contraceptives naturally leads to more and
more rather than less and less abortion!. Indeed, abortion is
now being recommended as a population control meaSure-a
second line of defence.
Now if this-that you won't get this universal "taking care"-is
the only objection then it's a pretty miserable outlook. Because,
like the fear of venereai disease, it's an objection that's little
capable of moving people or inspiring them as a positive ideal of
chastity may,
The Christian Church has taught such an ideal of chastity: in a
narrower sense, and in a broader sense in which chastity is simply
the virtue whose topic is sex, just as courage is the virtue whose
topic is danger and difficulty, In the narrower sense chastity means
continence, abstention. I have to say something about this-though
I'm reduced to stammering because I am a mediocre worldly
person leading an ordinary sort of worldly life; nevertheless ['U
try to say it even with stammering.
What people are for is, we believe, like guided missiles, to
home in on God, God who is the one truth it is infinitely worth
knowing, the possession of which you could never get tired of,
like the water which if you have you can never thirst again,
because your thirst is slaked forever and alwa}~. It's this potentiality,
this inc::edible possibility, of the knowledge of God of such a kind
as even to be sharing in his nature, which Christianity holds out to
people; and because of this potentiality every life, right up to the
last, must be treated as precious. Its potentialities in all things the
world cares about may be slight; but there is always the possibility
of what it's ror. We can't ever know that the time of possibility of
gaining eternal life is over, however old, wretched, "useless" someooe has become.

Now there are some people who want this SO much that they
want to be totallv concerned with it and to die to their Own
worldly, earthly ~d fleshly desires. It is people who are so filled
v"ith this ellormOUS desire and are able to follow it, who pursue
the course of chastity in the narrow sense-this is the point, the
glory, of Christian celibacy and virginity and of vows of chastity.
I rhiuk one has to know about it in order to appreciate the
teachings of Christianity about chastity in a wide sense. Bur as I
say I speak stammeringly because I'm not very well qualified.
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1 The exception to rhis in the short term is where abortion has been
encouraged and coarraceptives net available; making contraceprives available
then produces an urur..ediare but only temporary reduction in aborriom.
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II

Turning to chastity not in the narrower sense but in the sense in
which it is simply the virtue connected "'rith sex, the Christian
Church has always set its hce against contraception from the
earliest time as a grave breach of chastity. It inherited nom Israel
the objection to "base ways of copulating for the avoidance of
conception", to quote St Augustine. In a document of the third
century a Christian author wrote of the use of contraceptives by
freeborn Christian warnell of Rome. These women sometimes
married slaves so as to have Christian husbands but thev were
under a severe temptation because if the father "'1IS a sl~ve the
child ",-as a slave by Roman law and this was a deterrent to having
children; and they practised some form of contraception. This was
the occasion of the earliest recorded explicit christian observation
on the subject. The author writes like a person mentioning a
practice which Christians at large must obviously regard as shameful,
From then on the roceived teaching of Christianity has been
constant. We need only mention two landmarks which have stood
as signposts in Christian teaching-the teaelring of Augustine and
that of Thomas Aquinas. St Augustine wrote against the Manichaeans. The Manichaeans wete people who thought aU sex evil.
They thought procreation was worse than sex; so if one must have
sex let it be without procreation which imprisoned a soul in flesh.
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So they first aimed to restrict intercourse altogether to what they
thought were infertile times and also to use contraceptive drugs so
as if possible never to have children. If they did conceive they used
drugs to procure abortions; finally, if that failed, in their cruel lust
or lustful cruelty, as St Augustine says, they might PUt the child
out to die. (The appetite for killing children is a rather common
characteristic in the human race.)
All these actions Augustine condemned and he argued strongly
a!¢nsr their teaching. Sex couldn't possibly be evil; it is the source
of human society and life is God's good creation. On the other
hand it is a familiru: point that there is some grimness in Augustine's
view of sex. He regards it as more corrupted by the fall than our
other faculties. Intercourse for the sake of getting children is good
but the need for sexual intercourse othenv';se, he thought, is an
infirmity. However, "husband and wife" (I quote) "owe one another
not only the faithful association of sexual union for the sake of
getting children-which makes the first society of the human race
in this our momlity-··but more than that a kind of mutual service
of bearing the burden of one another's weakness, so as to prevent
unlawful intercourse."
Augustine holds up as an ideal something which he must have
known didn't happen all that much: the life of married people
who no longer seeking children are able to live in continence. He
considers it a weakness that few ever do this. There's a sort of
servitude to fleshly desire in not being able so to abstain. But
marriage is so great a good, he said, that it altogether takes vice
out of this; and what's bad about our weakness is thereby excused.
If one partner demands sexual intercourse out of the pressure of
sexnal desire, he says, the other does right in according it. Bu~
there is at least venial sin in demanding it from this motive, and it
one's very intemperate~ mortal sin.
All this part of his teaching is very un.congenial to our time.
But we must notice that it has been a bit misrepresented. It has
been said that for Augustine sexual intercourse not for the sake of
gelling children invulves actual sin, though not mortal sin-a
little bit of sin-on the part of at least one parmer, the partner
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who demands it. What he seems to say however is not that, but
something different; thae if one seeks it out of mere fleshly desire
fOr the sake of pleasure, there is sucb sin; and this latter teaching
has ill fact been constant among all ehe saints and doctors of the
Church who have written on the matter at all. (I will be coming
back to this.)
St Augustine indeed didn't write explicitly of any oeher motive
than mere sensuality in seeking intercourse where procreation
1,:,'t armed at: What he sa}~ doesn't exclude the possibiliry of a
different motive. There's the germ of an aCCOunt of the motive
called by theologians "rendering the marriage debt" in his observa!lon that married people Owe to One another a kind of mutual
service. Aquinas made two contribution.s, the first of which concerns this point: he makes the remark tbat a man ought to pay the
marnage debt ifhe can see his ,,-ife wants it without her having to
ask him. And he ought to notice if she does want it. This is an apt
gloss on Augustine's "mutual service", and it demovs the basis for
the picture which some have had of intercourse not'for the sake of
chilthen as necessarily a little bit sinful On one side, since One must
be "demanding", and not for any worthy motive but purely "out
of desIre for pleasure". One could hardly say that being diagnosable as wanting inter::ourse was a sin! St Thomas, of course, speaks
of matter rather Irom the man's side, but the same thing could
he saJ.d from the woman's, too; the only difference being that her
role would be more that of encouragement and invitation. (It',
somewhat modern to malee this comment. We are much more
conscious nowadays of people's complexities and hang-ups than
earlier writers seem to have been.)
St Thomas follows St Augustine and all other traditional teachers
in holding thae intercourse sought out of lust, only for the sake of
pleasure, is sin, though it is venial if the intemperance isn't great,
and '~ type this IS the least of the sins a!¢nst chastity.
His second contribution was his definition of the "sin against
natnre". This phrase relates to deviant acts, such as sodomv and
bestiality. He defined this rype of sin as a sexual act of such; kind
as to be intrinsically unfit for generation. This defmition has been

the
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colossally important. It "'liS, indeed, perfectly in line with 5t
Augustine's rererence to copulating in a "base" way so as no: to
procreate, tbus to idemify some ways of contraceptIon practIsed
in fOrmer times as forms of un.natural vice. For they would, most
of them, be deviant sexual acts.
Contraception by medical methods, however, as well as abortion,
had previously been characterized as homicide throughout the
chrk ages. And this seems a monstrously unreasonable stretching
of the idea of homicide. Not unreasonable in the Case of abortion;
though some may doubt (it's a rather academic question, I think,
an intensely academic question) the good serrse of calling a fertilized ovum a hu= being. But soon there is something of a
human shape, and anyway this is the defrnite beginning of a
human being (or beings in the case of a .split-where rou get
twins-the split occurs soon, at least within two weeks;. and if
you perform an abortion at that early stage all the same you are
destroying that hucnan beginning.
But of course the notion of homicide is just not extendable to
most forms of contraception. The reason why it seemed to be so
in the dark ages (by the "dark ages" I mean roughly from the
4th-5th centuries on to the 12th, say-l won't make an apology
for using the expression-scientifrcally it was pretty dark) waS
that it ""IS taken for grnnted that medical methods were all
abortifitcient in type. We have to remember that no one knew
about the ovum. Then, and in more primitive times, as language
itself reveals with irs talk of "seed", the woman', body was thought
of as being like the ground in which seed was planted. And thus
the perishing of the seed once planted would be judged by people
of those times to be the sarne sort of event as we would Judge the
perishing of a fertili2ed ovum to be and hence the deliberate
bringing about of the one would be just like the deliberate bnnging about of the other. So that is the explanation of the CUrIOSIty
that historically media!! contraception was equated with homicideit was equated with homicide because they thought it was that
sort of thing, the sort of thing that destroying a fertilized ovum is.
When Aristotle's philosophy became dominant in the thir-
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teenth century a new (but still etroneous) picture replaced that
anClent one: namely that the woman provided the matter, and the
man the formative principle of a Dew conception. This already
made that extended notion of "homicide" look untenable-contraception that would prevent the formation would obviously not be
destroying something that was already the beginning of n~ human
life. With modern physiological knowledge contraception hy medical methoda could be dearly distinguished from early abortion,
though some contraceptive methocb might be abortifacient.
On the other hand intercourse using contraception by mechanical methods was furly easy to assimilate to the "sin against nature"
~s defined by St Thomas. Looking at it like this is aided by the
tollowing consideration: suppose that somebody's contraceptive
method were to adopt some clearly perverse mode of copulation,
one w~u1dn't want to say he committed two distinct sins, one of
perversIOn and the other of contraception: there'd be just the one
evil deed, precisely because the perversity of the mode consists in
the physical act being changed so as to be not the SOrt of act that
gets a child at aU.
And so the theologians tried to extend the notion of the evil as
one of perversity-speaking, fOr example, of the "perverse Use of
a fitMty" -so as to cover all types of contraception including
medical ones which after all don't change the mere physical act
roto one of the type: "sin against nature".
fur with contraception becoming common in this country and
the Protestants approving it in the end, the Popes reiterated the
condemnation of it. It was dear that the condemnation was of
deliberately contraceptive intercourse as a breach of chastity, as "a
shameful thing". But the rationale offered by the theologians was
not satIsfactory. The situation was intellectually extreme.lv distressing. On the one hand, it would have been absurd, wocldn't
it? to approve douches, say, while forbidding condoms. On the
other hand, the extension of the notion of a perverse act, a deviant
act, seemed strained.
fourthermore, while one doesn't hcwe to be learned (nobody has
to be learned) Or able to give a convincing account of the reasons
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fur a teaching-for remember that the Church teaches ,,~th the
authority of a divine commission, and the Pope has a prophetlcal
office, n~t a chair of science or moral phliosophy or theology-all
the same the moral teaching of the Church, hy her 0"111 claims, is
supposed to be reasonable. Christian moral teachings aren't revealed
mysteries like the Trinity. The lack of clear accounts of the reaSon
in the reaching Vi'aS disturbing to many people. Especially. I
believe. to many of the clergy whose job it was to give the
teaching to the people.
Again, with effective contraceptive techniques and real physiological knowledge available, a new question came to the fore. I
mean that of the rational limitation offiImilies. Because of Ignorance,
people in fonner times who did not choose cont1n:nce could
emet such limitation only by OhVlOusly vile and disreputable
methods. So no one envisaged a policy of seeking to have just a
reasonable number of chlidren (by any method other tbar. continellce over sufficient periods) as a policy compatible with chastity.
Indeed the very notion "a reasonable number of chlidren" could
hardly be formulated compatibly with thinking at once decently
and realistically. It had to be left to God what chlidren one had.
With society becoming more and more contraceptive, the pressure felt by Catholic married people became great. The resmction
of intercourse to infertile periods lifor grave reasons" was offered
to them as a recourse-at fIrst in a rather gingerly ",ray {as is
intelligible in view of the mental background I have sketched) and
then ,,,ith increasing recorrunendation oEit. Por in this method the
act of copulation was not itself adapted in any way so as to render
it infertile, and so the condemnation of actS of contraceptlve

intercourse as somehow perverse and so as grave breaches of
chastity, did not apply to this. All other methods, Catholics were
very emphatically taught, were "against the natural law".
Now I'd better pause a bit about this expression "against the
natural law". We should notice it as a Cllriosity that in popular
. 0-1.t " naturaIIaw".ill
discussion there's usuaIIy more mentlon
connexion with the Catholic prohibition on contraception than
in connexion with any other matters. One even hears people
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of "the argument from natural law". It's probable that there's a
very 'trong association of words here: on the one hand through
the contrastJ "artificial"/"narural" and On the other through the
terms "unnatural 'vice" or "sin against nature'~ which are labels for
a particular range of sins against chastity; that is those acLS which
are wrong of their kind, which aren't wrongjt15t from the circumSlmces that the persons aren't married: they're not doing what
would be all right if they were married and had good motivesthey're doing something really different. Tbat's the range of sins
against cltastity which got this label "sin against nature".
In fact there's no greater connexion of "natural law" with the
prohibition on contraception than with any other part of morality.
Any type of wrong action is "against the natural law": stealing is,
framing someOne is, oppressing people is. "Natural law" is simply
a way of speaking about the whole of morality, used by Catholic
thinkers because thcy believe the general precepts of morality are
lalVs promulgated by God our Creator in the enlightened human
understanding when it is thinking in general tenns abont what are
good and what are bad actions. That is to say, the discoveries of
reflection and reasoning when we think straight about these
things are God's legislation to us (whether we realize this or not).
In thinking about conduct we have to advert to laws of nature
in another sense. That is, to very general and very well-known
facts of nature, and also to ascertained scientific laws. Por example,
the resources of the earth have to be worked on to supply our
needs and enhance our lives: tlris is a general and well-known fact
of nature. Hence tbere needs to be control over resources by
definite owners, be they tribes or states or cities or corporations or
clubs or indi,~dual people: and this is the institution of property.
Laws of nature in a scientific sense will affect the rules about
control that it is reasonable to have. The type of installations we
need if electricity is to be made available, for example, and the
way thcy work, will be taken into account in framing the laws of
the country or city about control of this resource. The institution
of property has as its corollary the "law of nature" in the ethical
sense, the sense of a law of morality, which forbids stealing. It's
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useful, very useful, to goot clear about all this; it should help us to
thin.k and act justly and not to be too mad about property, too.
It ,vaS in these various waY' that the Pope spoke of natural laws
in Humanae Vitae~the expression occurs in all these senses~and
the topic of natural law in the ethical sense has not a~y greater
relevance to contraception than to anything else. In part1c~, It IS
not beeause there is a natural law that something a.rtifictal IS
condenmed.
The substantive, hard teaching of the Church which all Catholics were given up to 1964 ",..s clear enough: all artificial methods
of birth control were taught to be gravely wrong if, before, after,
or during intercourse you do something intended to turn that
intercourse into an infertile act if it would otherWlsc have been
fertile.
. .
At that time there had already been set up by Pope John m his
liretime a commission to enquire into these things. The commission consisted of economists, doctors and other lay people as well
asrheologians. Pope John, by the way, spoke of contraception just
as damningly as his predecessor: it's a mere lie to suggest he
favoured it. Pope Paul removed the matter from the competency
of the Council and reserved to the Pope that new Judgment on it
which the modern situation and the !leW discoveries~above all,
of oral contraceptives-made necessary.
From '64 onwards there was an immense amount of propa~
gandafor the reversal of previous teaching. You will remember it.
Then with the whole world baymg at him to chang.o, the Pope
acted 'as Perer. ~Simon, Simon/' Our Lord said to Peter, ~'Satan has
wanted to have you all to sift like wheat, but I have prayed for
thee that thy faith should not fail; thou, being converted, str~ngthen
thy brethren." Thus Paul confmned the only doctrme ,,:hich bad
ever appeared as the teaching of the Church on these thmgs; and
in so doing incurred the execrati~n of theworld.
.
Bur Athenagoras, the Ecumemcal Pam.rcb, who has the pnmacy of the Orthodox Church, immediately spoke, up and confirmed that this was Ch.<istian teaching, the only pOSSible ChristIan
teaching.
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III
Among those who hoped for a change, there was an instant
reaction that the Pope's teaching was f.ilie, and was not authoritative hecause it lacked the formal character of an infiillible document.
Now as to that, the Pope was pretty solenmly confirming the ouly
and constant teaching of the Church. The fact that an encyclical is
not an infallible kind of document only shews that one argument
for the truth of its teaching is lacking. It does not shew that the
SUbstantive hard message of this encyclicaI may perhaps be wrong~
any more than the fuct that memory of telephone numbers isn't
the sort of thing that you can't be wrong about shews that you
don't actually know your own telephone number.
At this point one may hear the enquiry: "But im't there room
for development? Hasn't the situation changed?" And the anSWer
to that is "Yes~there had to be development and there was."
That, no doubt, was why Pope J ohn thought a commission necessary and why it took the Pope four years to fonnulate the teaching.
We have to remember that, as Newman saY', developments "which
do but contradict and re,,,,,se the course of doctrine which has
been developed before them, and out of which they spring, are
certainly corrupt." No other development would have been a true
one. But certainly the fmal condemnation of oral contraceptives is
development~and so are some other pointS in the encyclical.
Development was necessary, pardy because of the new physiolOgical knowledge and the oral contraceptives and pardy because
of social changes, especially concerning women. The new knowledge, indeed, does give the best argument I know of that can be
devised for allowing that contraceptives are after all pennissible
according to traditional Christian morals. The argument would
run like this: There is not much ancient tradition condenrning
contraception as a distinct sin. The condemnations which you can
find from earliest times Were almost all of early abortion (eaIled
homicide) Or of unn.atural vice. But contraception, if it is an evil
thing to do, is distinct from these, and so the question is really
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open. The authority of the teaching against it, so it is argued, is
really only the authority of Some recent papal encyclicals and of
the pastoral practice in modern times.
Well, tb.is argument has force only to prove the need fur
development, a need which was really there. It doesn't prove that
it was open to the Pope to teach the permissibility of contraceptive intercourse. For how could be depart from the tradition
forbidding un.natura! vice on the one hand, and deliberate abortion,
however early, on the other? On the other hand to say: "It's an
evil practice if you do these things; but you may, without evil,
practise such furms of contraception as are neither of them"
-wouldn't that have been ridiculous? For example, "You shouldn't
use withdrawal Or a condom, or again an interuterine device. For
the fonner involve vou in acts of unnatural vice, and the latter is
abortifacient in its ~anner of working. But you may after all use a
douche or a cap or a sterilizing pill." This would have been absurd
teaching; nor have the innovators ever proposed it.
We have seen that the theological defence of the Church's
teaching in modern rimes did not assimilate contraception to
abortion but characterized it as a sort of perversion of the order of
nature. The arguments about this were rather uneasy, because it is
not in general wrong to interfere with natural processes. So long,
however, as contraception took the form of monkeying around
with the organs of intercourse or the act itself, there was some
plaUSibility about the position because it really amounted to
assimilating contraceptive intercourse to acts of unnatural vice (as
some of them were), and so it was thought of.
But this plausibility diminished ,vith the invention of more and
more sophisticated female contraceptives; it vanished away entirely
with the invention of the contraceptive pill. For it was ob,ious
that if a woman just happened to be in the physical state which
snch a contraceptive brings her intO by art no theologian would
have thought the fact, or the knowledge of it, or the use of the
knowledge of it, straightaway made intercourse bad. Or, again, if
a woman took an anovulant pill for a while to check dysmenoI"
rhea no one would have thought this prohibited intercourse. So,
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clearly, it was the contraceptive intention that was bad, if COntraceptive intercourse was: it is nOt that the sexual act in these
circumstances is physically distorted. This had to be thought out,
and it was thought out in the encyclical Humanae Vitae.
Here, however, people still feel intensely confused, because the
intention where oral contraceptives are taken seems to be just the
same as when intercourse is deliberately restricted to infertile
periods. In one way this is true, and its truth is actually pOinted
out by Humanae Vitae, in a passage I will quote in a moment. But
in another way it's not true.
The reason why people are confused about intention, and why
thcy sometimes think there is no difference between contraceptive
intercourse and the use of infertile times to avoid conception, is
tb.is: They don't notice the difference between "intention" when it
means the inrentionalness of the thing you're doing-that you're
doing this on purpose-and when it means afurther or accompanying
intention with which you do the thing. For example, I rom a
table: that's an intentional action because I am doing JUSt that on
purpose. I have the further intention of, say, earning my living,
doing my job by making the table. Contraceptive intercourse and
intercourse using infertile times may be alike in respect of further
intention, and these further intentions may be good, justified,
excellent. This the Pope has noted. He sketched such a situation
and said: "It cannOt be denied that in both cases the married
couple, for acceptable reasons,» (for that's how he imagined the
case) "are perfecrly clear in dteir intention to avoid children and
mean to secure that none will be born." This is a comment on the
two things: contraceptive intercourse on the one hand and intercourse using infertile times on the other, for the sake of the
limitation of the f.milly.
But contraceptive intercourse is faulted, not on account of this
further intention, but becausc of the kind of intentional action
you are doing. The action is not left by you as the kind of act by
which life is transmitted, but is purposely rendered infertile, and
so changed to another sort of act altogether.
In considering an action, we need always to judge several
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things ahout ourselves. First: is the sort of act we contemplate
doing something that it's all right to do? Second: arc our further
or surrounding intentions all right? Third: is the spirit in which
we do it all right? Contraceptive intercourse falls on the first
count; and to intend such an act is not to intend a marriage act at
alt whether or not we're married. An act of ordinary intercourse
in marriage at an infertile time, though, is a perfectly ordiuary act
of married intercourse, and it will be bad, if it is bad, only on the
second or third counts.
It may help you to see that the intentional act itself counts, as
well as the further or accompanying intentions, if you think of an
obvious example like forging a cheque to steal from somebody in
order to get funds for a good purpose. The intentional action,
presenting a cheque """,,,ve forged, is on the face of it a dishonest
action, not to be vindicated by the good further intention.

then so are all forms of sexual activity. To them that is no argument against contraception; to their minds anything is pennitted,
so long as that's what people want to do. Well, Catholics, I think,
are likely to know, Or feel, that these other things are bad. Only,
in the confusion of our time, they may fail to see that contraceptive intercourse, though much less of a deviation, and though it
roay not at all involve physical deviant acts, yet does fall under the
SaIne condemnation. For in contracepti'\"C intercourse you intend
to perform a sexual act which, if it has a chance of being fertile,
you render infertile. Qua your intentional action, then, what you
do is something intrinsically unapt for generation and, that is wby
it does full under tbat condemnation. There's all the world of
difference between this and the use of the "rhvthm" method. For
you use the rhythm method not just by havn;g intercourse now,
but by not having it next week, say; and not having it next week
isn't something that does something to today's intercourse to tum
it into an infertile act; today's intercourse is an ordinary act of
intercourse, an ordiuary marriage act. It's only if, in getting
married, you proposed (lilre the Manichaeans) to confme intercourse to infertile periods, that you'd be f.Usirying marriage and
euteting a mere concubinage. Or if for mere love of ease and
hatred of burdens you detennined by this means ue-t"er to have
another child, you wonld then be dishonouring your marriage.
We may be helped to see the distinction by thinking about the
difference between sabotage and working-to-rule. Suppose. case
where either course will have some typical aim of "industrial
action" in view. Whether the aim is justified: that is the first
question. But, given that it is justified) it's not all one how it is
pursued.
If a man is working to rnle, that does no doubt make a
difference to the customary actions he perfoIlIlS in carrying out
the work he does. It makes them also into actions in pursuit of
sueb-and-such a policy. This is a matter of "further intention with
which" he does what he does; admittedly it reflects back on his
action in the "rayI have stated. That is to say; we judge that any
end Or policy gives a new characterization of the means or of the

If contraceptiv"'e intercourse is permissible t then what objection
could there be after all to mutual masturbation, or copulation in
vase indebita, sodomy, buggery2, when normal copulation is
impossible or inadvisable (or in any case, accordiug to taste)? It
can't be the mere pat= of bodily behaviour in which the stimulation is procured that makes all tbe difference! But if such things are
all right, it becomes perfectly impossible to see anything wrong
with homosexual intercourse, for example. I am not saying: if you'
think contraception all right you will do these other things; not at
all. The habit of respectability persists and old prejudices die hard.
But I am saying: you will have no solid reason ag.>inst these
things. You ;vill have no answer to SOmeone who proclaims as
many do that they are good too. You cannot point to the known
fact that Christianity drew people out of the pagan world, always
saying no to these things. Because, if you are defending contraception, you will have reiected Christian tradition.
p";'ple quite alien~ted from this tradition are likely to see that
my argument holds: that if contraceptive intercourse is all right
21 should pe:;haps re.-nark ~at ! am using a legal
ing in bad language.

t.."'Tffi
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detailed things done in executing it. All the same he is stilL say,
driving this vehicle to this place, which is part of his job.
If, however, he tries to sabotage his actions-he louses up a
machine he is purporting to work, for example-that means that
qua intentional acnon here and now his performance in "operating"
the machine is not a doing of this part of his job. This bolds quite
without our having to point to the further intention (of industrial
warfare) as reflecting back on his action. (And, N.B. it holds
whether or not such sabotage is justified.)
Thus the distinction we make to shew that the ''rhythm method"
may be justified though contraceptive intercourse is not, is a
distinction needed in other contexts too.
The anger of the propagandists for contraception is indeed a
proof that the limitation of conception by the "rhythm" method is
hateful to their spirit. It's derided for not working. But it does
work for many. And there were exclamations against the Pope for
pressing medical experts to fmd out more, so that there could be
certainty here. The anger I think speaks to an obscure recognition
of the difference between ordinarY intercourse with abstention at
fertile times when you are justif~d in seeking not to conceive at
present, and the practice of contraceptive intercourse.
Biolqgically speaking, sexual intercourse is the reproductive
act just as the organs are named generative organs from their role.
Humanly speaking, the good and the point of a sexU:tl act is:
marriage. Sexual actS that are not true marriage acts either are
mere lasciviousness, or an Ersatz. an attempt to achieve that
special unitedness which ouly a real commitment, marriage, can
promise. For we don't invent marriage, as we may invent the
terms of an association or club, any more than we invent human
language. It is part of the creation of humanity and if we're lucky
we find it available to us and can enter into it. If we are very
unlucky we may live in a society that has wrecked or deformed
this human thing.
This - that the good and the point of a sexual act is marriage-is
why ouly what is capable of being a marriage act is natural sex.
It's this that makes the division between straightforward fomica-

tion or adultery and the wickedness of the sins against nature and
of contraceptive intercourse. Hence contraceptive intercourse within
marriage is a graver offence against chastity than is straightforwatd fornication or adultery. For it is not even a proper act of
intercourse, and therefore is not a true marriage act. To marry is
not to enter into a pact of mutual complicity in no matter what
sexual activity upon one another's bodies. (Why on earth should a
cerem,ony like that of a wedding be needed or relevant if that's
what's in question?) Marriage is a mutual commitment in which
each side ceases to be autonomous, in various ways and also
sexually: the sexual liberty in agreement together is great; here, so
long as they are not irnmodente SO as to become the slaves of
sensuality, nothing is shameful, if the complete acts-the ones
involving ejaculation of the man's seed-that they engage in, are
true and real marriage acts.
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That is how a Christian will understand his duty in relation to this
small, but very important, part of married life. It's so important in
marriage, and quite generally, simply because there just is no such
thing as a casual, non-significant, sexual act. This in turn arises
from the fuct that sex concerns the transmission of human life.
(Hence the picture that some have formed and even welcomed, of
intercourse now, in this contraceptive day, losing its deep significance: becoming no more than a sort of extreme kiss, wmch it
might be rather rude to refuse. But they forget, 1 think, the
rewardle,s trouble of spirit associated with the sort of sexual
activity which from its type is guaranteed sterile: the solitary or
again the homosexual sort.)
,
There is no such thing as a casual, non-significant sexual act;
everyone knovY'S this. Contrast sex with eating-you're moiling
along a lane, you see a mushroom on a bank as you pass by, you
know about mushrooms, you pick it and you eat it quite casually-
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sex is never like that. That's why virtue in connection with eating
is basically a matter only of the pallertl of one's eating habits. But
virtue in sex-chastity~is not only a matter of such a pattern, that
is of its role in a pair of lives. A single sexual action can be bad
even without regard to its context, its further intentions and its
motives.
Those who try to make room for sex as mere casual enjoyment
pay the penalty: they become shallow, At any rate the talk that
reflects and commends this attitude is always shallow. They
dishonour their own bodies; holding cheap what is naturally
connected with the origination of human life. There is an opposite extreme, which perhaps we shall see in our day: making sex a
religious mystery. This Christians do not do. Despite some rather
solemn nonsense that's talked this is obvious. We wouldn't, for
example, make the sexual organs objects of a cultic ",neration; or
perform sexual acts as part of religious rituals; or prepare ourselves
for sexual intercourse as for a sacrament,
As often baldi, there is here a Christian mean between two
possible extremes, It is: never to change sexual actions so they are
deprived of that character which makes sex so profoundly significant, so deep-going in human life. Hence we would not think of
contraceptive intercourse as an exercise of responsibility in regard
to sex! Responsibility involves keeping our sexual acts as that kind
of ac:, and recognizing that they are that kind of act by engagmg
in them with good-hearted wisdom about the getting of children.
This is the standard of chastity for a married Christian. But it
should not be thought that it ~ against ,,~sdom for poor people
willingly to have many children. That is "the wisdom of the flesh,
and it is death"> (there's a lot of this death around at present).
Sexual acts are not sacred actions, But the perception of the
dishonour done to the body in treating them as the casual satisfaction of desire is certainly a mystical perception. I don't mean, in
calling it a mystical perception, that it's out of the ordinary. It's as
ordinary as the feeling for the cespect due to a man's dead body:

the knowledge that a dead body isn't something to be put out for
the collectors of refuse to pick up. This, too, is mystical; though
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It'S as common as hlllrumitv.
I'm making this point b~use I want to draw a contrast bem-een
two different types of virtue. Some virtues, like honesty about
property, and sobriety, are fundamentally utilitarian in character.
Tbe very p.oint of tbem is just the obvious material well-ordering
of human 1ifC that IS promoted if people have these virtues. Some,
though indeed profitable, are supra-utilitarian and hence mysticaL
You can ,arg~ truly enough, fur example, that general respect for
the prohibmon on murder makes life more commodious. If people
really respect the prohibition agailtst murder life is pleasanter for
ail of us-but this argument is exceedingly comic. Because utility
presupposes the life of those who are to be convenienced, and
everybody perceives quite clearly that the wrong done in murder
is done first and foremost to the '~ctim, whose life is not inconvenienced, it just isn't there any more. He isn't there to compJain;
so tne utilitarian argument has to be on behalf of the rest of us.
Therefure, though true, it is highly comic and is not the foundation:
the objection to lllUrder is supra-utilitarian,
And so is the ''lllue of chastity. Not that this virtue isn't useful:
it's highly useful. If Christian standards of chastity were widely
observed the world would be enormously much happier. Our
world, for example, is littered witn deserted wives-partly through
tnat fimtaStlC con that went On for such a long time about how it
was part of liberation for Women to haile dead easy divorce:
amazing-these wives often struggling to bring up young childr.en or abandoned to loneliness in middle age, And how oany
mISenes and hang-ups are associated with loss of innocence in
youth! What miserable messes people keep on making, to their
own and others' grief, by dishonourable sexual relationships! The
Devil has scored a great propaganda victory: everywhere it's
suggested that the troubles connected with sex are all to do with
frustration, with abstinence, with societv's cruel and conventional
disapproval. As if; if we could only do ;way with these things, it
would be a happy and 1ifC-enhancing romp for everyone; and as if
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all who were chaste were unhappy, not only unhappy but hardhearted and censorious and msty. It fitted the temper of the times
(this is a rather comic episode) when psychiatrists were asked to
diagnose the unidentified Boston Strangler, they suggested he Wll.S
a sex-starved individuaL Ludicrous error) The idea lacks any
foundation, that the people who are bent upon and who get a lot
of sexual enjoyment are more gentle, merciful and kind than those
who live in voluntary continence.
The trouble about the Christian standard of chastity is that it
isn't and never has been generally lived by; not that it would be
profitless if it were. Quite the contrary; it would be colossally
productive of earthly happiness. All the same it is a virtue, not like
temperance in eating and drinking, not like honesty about property,
for these have a purely utilitarian justification. But it, like the
respect for life, is a supra-utilitarian value, connected with the
substance oflife, and this is what come, out in the perception that
the life oflust is one in which we dishonour our bodies. Implicitly,
lasciviousness is over and over again treated as hateful, even by
those who "I'\lould dislike soch an explicit judgment on it. Just
listen, wimess the scurrility when it's hinted at; disgust when it',
portrayed as the stuff of life; shame when it's exposed, the leer of
complicity when it's approved. You don't get these attitudes with
everybody all of the time; but you do get them with everybody.
(It's much too hard work to keep up the fa",de of the Playboy
philosophy, according to which all this is just an unfortunate
mistake, to be replaced by healthy-minded wholehearted praise of
sexual fun.)
ll.nd here w!!re in the region of that constant Christian teaching,
which w!!ve noticed, that intercourse "merely for the sake of
pleasure" is vlr-ong~
This can mislead' and perturb. For when is intercourse purely
for the sake of pleasure? Some have thought this must mean; when
it's not for the sake of getting a child. And so, I believe, I have
been told, some Catholic women have actually feared the pleasure
of orgasm and thought it V!lIang, or thought it wroug to look for
it or allow oneself to respond to feelings of physical desire. But

this is unreasonable and ungrateful to God. Copulation, like eating,
is of itself a good kind of action; it preserves human existence. AU
individual act of eating or copulation, then, can be bad only
because something about it or the circumstances of it make it bad.
And all the pleasure specific to it ",-ill be just as good as it is.
A severe morality holds that intercourse (and may hold this of
eating, too) has something wrong about it if it is ever done except
explicitly as being required for that preservation of human life
which is what makes intercourse a good kind of action. But this
involves thoroughly fauity moral psychology. God gave us our
physical appetite, and its arousal without our calculation is part of
the working of our sort of life. Given moderation and right
circumstances, acts prompted by inclination can be taken in a
general way to accomplish what makes them good in kind and
there's no need for them to be individually necessary or useful for
the end that makes them good kinds of action. Intercourse is a
nonna! part of married life through the whole life of the parmers
in a marriage and is normally engaged in \vithout any distinct
purpose other than to have it, just as such a part of married life.
Such acts will usually take place only when desire prompts,
and desire is for intercourse as pleasurable; the pleasure, as Aristotle says, perfects the act. But that does not mean that it is done
"purely for pleasure". For what that expression means is that
sensuality is in command; but that one has intercourse when
desixe prompts and the desire is for pleasure, does not prove, does
not mean, that sensuality is in command. One may rightly imd
reasonably be ,,-illing to respond to the promptings of desire.
When that is so, the act is governed by a reasonable mind, even
though no consideriug or reasoning is goiug on. The fact that one
is thus having intercourse when, as one knows, ther!!, nothing
against it, makes it a good and a chaste marriage act and a
rendering of the marriage debt.
There is indeed such a thiug in marriage as intercourse "purely
fOr pleasur!!'; this is what the Christian tradition did condemn.
Marks of it could be: immoderate pursuit of, or preoccupation
with sexual pleasure; succumbiug to desire against wisdom; insisting
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against serious reluctance of one's partner. In all these cases but the
last both parties may of course be consenting. For human beings
often tend to be disorderlv and extreme III theIr sensuality. A
simple test of whether one i; so is this: could one do without ror a
few weeks or months in case of need? For anyone may be faced
'",ith a situation in which he ought to do without; and he should
watch that he does not get into a state in which it is impossible for
him. But we ought to remember also, whatisn'talways r~be:ed.
that insensibility and unjusti£ed abstentIOn 15 also a Sm agamst
moderation, and is a defrauding of one's partner.
Well now, people raise the cry of'1egilism" (one of the regular
accusations of the present day) against this idea which I have taken
from the old theologians of"rendeting what is owing", the giving
the other person this part of married life, which is owing. It
embodies the One notion, I would say, that IS honest, truthful and
quite generaL People would rather speak of the expression of
mutual love. But what do they mean by "love"? Do they mean
"being in love"? Do they mean a natural con~ugal affection? Either
of these mav be lacking or oneslded. If a kmd onove cannot be
couunanded we can't build our moral theology of marriage on
the presump~ion that it will be present. Its absence is sad, but this
sadness exists· it is very common. We should aVOid, I think, using
the indicativ~ mood for what is really a commandment like the
Scout Law ("A Boy Scout is kind to animals"-it means a Boy
Scout ought to be kind to animals). For if we hear: "a Christian
couple grow in grace a_nd love together:' doesn't the question. anSe
"supposing they don't!" It clears the aIr to substltute .the bite of
what is clearly a precept for the sweetneSS of a rosy picture. The
command to a Cbristian couple is: "Grow in grace and love
together." But a joint command can only be jointly obeyed.
Suppose it isn't? Well, there remams the separate precept to each
and in an irremediably unhappy marriage, one ought still to love
the other, though not perhaps feeling the affection that cannot be
commanded. Thus the notion of the "marriage debt" is aver),
necessary one, and it alone is realistic: because it makes no assumption as t; the state of the affections.
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Looking at the rightness of the marriage act like this will help
in an?ther way. It will prevent us from assuming that tbe pleasant
affectlon which exlSts between a happy and congenial pair is the
fulfilment of the precept of love. (It may after all only be a
complacent hiving off together in a narrow love.) We ought
absolutely not to give out a teaching which is flattering to the
lucky, and irrelevant to the unhappy. Looked at carefully, too,
such teaching is altogether too rigorist in a new direction. People
who are not quite happily married. not lucky in their married life,
bur nevertheless have a loyalty to the bond, are not, thorefure,
bound to abstain from intercourse.
. The meaning of this teaching "not purely for pleasure" should,
I think, have a great appeal for the Catholic thinking of today that
IS greatly concerned fur the laity. We want to stress nowadays, that
dre one vocation that is spoken of in the New Testament is the
calling of a Christian. All are called with the same calling. The life
of monks and nuns and of celibate priesthood is a higher kind of
lire than that of the married, not because there are two grades of
Christian, but because their form oflife is one in which one has a
greater chance of living according to truth and the laws of goodness;
by their profession, those who take the vows of religion have set
~ut to please God alone. But we lay people are not less called to
the Christian life, in which the critical question is: "Where does
the compass-needle of your mind and will point?" This is tested
aboye all by Our reactions when it costs or threatens to COSt
something to be a Christian. One should be glad if it does, rather
than complain! If we will not let it cost anything; if we succumb
tu dre threat of "losing our life", then our religion is indistinguishable from pure worldliness.
This is very far-reaching. But in the matter in hand, it means
that we have got not to be rhe servants of our sensuality but to
bring it into subjection. Thus, those who marry have as We have
the right to do, chosen a life in which, as 5t P~u1 drily says, "the
husband aims to please his wife rather than the Lord, and the v.'ife
her husband, rather than the Lord"-but although we have chosen a Iifi: to please ourselves and one another, still we know we are
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HUlvIANAE VITAE AND
THE PRINCIPLE OF TOTALITY

by
Ralph McInerny

The most controversial line of Humanae Vitae stares that "each
cenjugal act [must] remain ordained in itself [per se destinalus] co
the procrearing of human life" (Humanae Vitae II; my emphasis). If
the word "each" did 110t appear in this phrase. the document
would be rendered relatively innocuous. Many accept the connection benveen sexual intercourse and procreation but fail to see
why each act of sexual intercourse must remain ordained to

ptocreation. Construcring an argument based on the "principle of
totality", some theologians maintain that if the totality of one's

marriage is open to children. each act need not be; they argue that
it is morally permissible to sacrifice the good of a part for the good
of the whole. This was one of the atguments advanced by the
rn;gority on the special commission that ad,~sed Pope Paul VI that
the Church's condemnation of contraception could be changed; it
was the only argument for contraception directly addressed in
Humanae Vitae.
Ralph McInerny. one of the foremost Thomists of our age,
defends the encyclical in its claim that the principle of totality
cannot be properly applied to justify the use of contraception. He
invokes the fundamental moral principal that one may never do
",it so that good might come from it and proceeds to =plain the
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proper mode of analyzing moral behavior that looks
faithfulness of each of one's acts to the good.
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This essay, originally entided "Humarule Vitae and the Judgement
of Conscience", appeared in Humanae Vitae: 20 Anni Dopo (!v!ilan:
Edizioni Ares, 1988), 199-209.
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HUMANAE Vrr:4E AND
THE PRINCIPLE OF TOTALITY

by
Ralph McInerny
Men of our time, we think, are "'l'eciilly able to underSlam.! that this teaching is in accord with hUIlUll r"""on (HY,
no. 12).
Pope Paul VI's prediction in Humanae vitae that his contemporaries
were particularly well disposed to see that the inseparability of the
unitive and procreative meanings of the conjugal act precludes
contraception has not in the short term been borne out, at least if
One is guided by the ampli£ed voices of dissenters. It is ironic
tnat a general con£dence in people of our day should have had
so fulgile a basis among some of the faithful themselves, even
:hose to whom the Church has entrusted the teaching of moral
theology. It was precisely to this inseparable connection between
the unitive and procreative meanings of the conjugal act that
Cardinal Ratzinger appealed in the Instruction on Respect for Human
Life in Its Origins and on the Dignity of Procreation. Many have
noted the 'ymmetry between Humanae vitae and the Instruction on
Respect for Life. It is the same principle that forbids separating the
UDitive from the procreative meauing' in contraceptive sex and
the separating of the procreative from the unitive in homologous
artificial fertilization.
In this paper, after reflecriug on that principle, I want to
consider the objection to it based on the so-called "principle of
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totality", a symmetrical form of which has surfaced in reaction to
the Instmetioll on Respect for Life.

I. UNITIVE AND PROCREATIVE MEANINGS

The second part of Humanae vitae running from ll. 7 through 18 is
called in one English translation Doctrinal Principles. The Holy
Facher urges a proper understanding of the nature of the conjugal
act, on the one hand, and of responsihle parenthood, on the other,
since these have been appealed to on behalf of behavior traditionally
regarded as immoraL
By means of the reciprocal
Quoc:irca per mutuam sui
donationern, quae ipsorum propria personal gift which is proper
and exclusive to them. husband
esc et exclusoria) coniuges
and
wife tend toward that
illam persequuntur personarum
communion
of their beings
commumonem, qua se invicem
whereby
they
help each other
perficiant, ut ad novorum
tow-;rrd
personal
perfection in
vivenrium procreacionem et
order
to
collaborate
with God
educationem cum Dec operam
in
the
begetting
and
rearing
of
sociant (HV, no, 8).
new lives (Calegari trans.).'
This understanding of the marriage act is taken to be that
which all men should have on the basis of natural reason. Paul VI
then added that for baptized persons marriage takes on the dignity
of a sacramental sign of grace and represents the union of Christ
and the Church.
The characteristics and demands of spousal love that the encyclical then develops are four. It is human, that is, a love both
! I am u.siog the Engfua translation of Hum4t14e v}tae made by ~arc
Calegari, SJ" and published by ignatius. Press, San Franc:sc?, :918. Somen:nes.
:he slightest of variations have been made bt.:l more for styhsnc :h2.:1, d,oct!1Dal
reasonS. Of course no translation satisfies, which is why I put the ong.uul and

the English ,ide by ~de.
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sensible and spititual. As a human act, spousal love is an act of
deliberative will bearing on the use of our bodies in such a ...lay as
to promote an enduring union between man and wife and their
mutual attaiument of human perfection. It is a total and mutual
giving of self, faithful and exclusive until death, which by its very
nature is fruitful. ordered to bring new lives intO existence.
Clearly this is a description of this human act as it ought to be,
.but these demands are exigencies of the act itself; it is a moral ideal
that can and should be realized; that is, it is the measure of each
instance of such acti-viry. The doctrine of the encyclical is SOmetimes described as an "ideal" that should be acltnowledged, but
apparently not as one that can and should be realized. This kind of
acceptance of HumaTUU! vitae as the expression of an unrealizable
ideal that should nonetheless gain OUr assent, is of course a rejection of and dissent from it, to characterize practical ad-vice as in
efkct impractical is a somewhat Pickwickian way to praise it let
alone accept it.
Paul VI's remarks about responsible parenthood contiuue to
develop a moral ideal on the basis of the nature of ,pousallove as
human action. "Quoniarn humana ratio in facultate -vitae procreandae biologicas deprehendit leges, quae ad hurnanam personam
pertinent: the intellect discovers in the power of giving life biologicall".,., that are part of the human person" :no. ro). The reference
here is to the Summa theologiae, Iarlae, q. 94, a. 2, where practical
reason's judgments concerning the pursuit of the goods which are
the object of natural inclinations are called the first principles of
natural law. The biological laws are not themselves precepts of
natural law, needless to say. Practical reason directs acts of deliberate will which bear on the ends of natural inclinations.
Porro ea, de qua loquirnur,
Responsible parenthood also and
conscia paternitas praecipue
above all implies a more
aIiarn eamque intirnarn securn fert profound relationship to the
mnonem, pert:inenrem ad ordinern objective moral order
moraiern, quem obiectivurn vacant, established by God, and of
a Deoque statuttlIU, cuim recta which a right conscience is the
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conscientia est vera interpres.
f.tithful interpreter. The
Quapropter patemitatis consciae responsible exercise of
munus id postulat, ut coniuges parenthood implies, therefore,
SUa officia erga Deum, erga
that spouses recognize fully
their duties to"'1lId God, toward
seipsos, erga fumiliam, erg.
human am societatem agnoscant, themselves, toward the family
rerum bonorumque ordine recte and society, in a correct
hierarchy of wlues.
servato (HV, no. 10 in fine).

It is against this background that Paul VI says that the Church
is calling men back to the observance of the norms of natur.llaw
when she says that each and every conjugal act must remain open
to'the transmission of life (HV, no. ll).
Humanly to engage in sexual activity is to respect the end and
purpose of the activity engaged in and to relate it to the total good
of the person, the marriage, the family, society, God. The conjugal act, sexual activity as engaged in by responsible human agents,
both unites the partners and enables them to gener.te new life.
Quodsi utraque eiusmodi

By safeguarding both rhese
essential aspects, the unitive
videlicet et procreationis,
and the procreative, the
servatur~ usus matrimonii sensum conjugal act preserves in its
mutui verique amoris suumque fullness the sense of mutual
ordinern ad celsissimum
love and its orientation to
man's mOSt high vocation to
paternitatis Inunus ornnino
parenthood.
rcriner, ad quod homo vocatur
(Hv, no. 12).

essentia.l.is ratio, unitatis

It is the profoundly reasonable and human character of this
principle that, to return to my begimting, caused the Holy Father
to think that men nowada}'3 were particularly capable of confirming
it. Why? Because of our readiness to see that for one spouse to
force the conjugal act on the other without regard to particular
circumstances and desires is no act oflove and is in fact "a denial of
the right moral order in the relations between spouses". A forced
act of mutual giving meant to enhance personal union as well as
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transmit life is a contradiction of the act, not an instance of it. The
Pope's assumption that this would be readily seen does not seem
. overly optimistic. So he goes On.

Panter, si rem considerent,
fateantur 0portet, actum ,amods
mutu;, qui rncultati vitam
propagandi derrimento sit, quam
Deus omnium Creator secundum
peculIares leges in ea
1ZlsculpsIt, refragari tum divino
consilIO, ad cuius nonnam
coniugium constitutum est, tum
voluntati primae vitae humanae
Auctoris (HY, DO. I3).

By parity of reasoning, one who
reflecrs carefully must also
recognize that an act of mutwtl
love that prejudices the
capacity to transmit life that
God the Creator, according to
particular laws, insetted
therein is in contradiction
with the design constitutive
of marriage and with the will
of the Author ofJile.

What is the atgnment? The unitive and procreative me~s
t.the conjugal act are inseparable from it. A rorced cor;jugal a~t
estr~Y' the ~n"".meaning, contraception destroY' the procreative
:neanmg. NeIther 15 an approprnre instance of the act; both are
negatrons of th: nature of the act. That is what Pope Paul VI
thought men ot our day are particularly ready to accept.

I!. THE PRINCIPLE OF TOTALITY

When at the. outset of Humanae vitae Paul VI lists Some of the

""IS?DS why It was thought necessary to take a new look at the
traditIonal Church teaching on marriage, reasons he states v;ith
he identifies one putative basis for reconSlderanon as based on the principle of totality.

f.Hmes~ and sympathy,

I'm praeterea, principio
:ralitatrs, .quod appellant, in
c. re adhiblto: non liceat
arb,tran consilium fecunditatis

Or else, by extending to this
field the applic. tion of the so
cailed 'principle of
totality', could One not admit
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minus uberis, sed magis rationi
con.sentaneae, posse arturo!
physice sterilitatem afferentem,
in licitam providamque gignendae
prolis moderationem vertere. An
videlicet fas non sit opinari
OOem procreandae prolis potius
ad tQtam coniugum vitam, quam ad
singulos quosque eius actus
pertinere (HV, nO. 3).

that the intention or a less
abundant but more rationally
controlled fertility transfOrms
a rna teria1ly sterilizing
inten'elltion into a permissible
and wise control of births?
Could one not admit, in other
words, that the procreative
fInality pertains to conjugal
life taken as a whole. rather
than to its single acts?

Not only does the encyclical cite this argument. it responds to
it. Nonetheless. dissenters sometimes invoked it as if the Pope had
overlooked it.2 It underscores the symmetry of Humanae vitae
and the Instructian on Respect for Life, that the principle of totality
shonld be invoked in dissenting from the latter to suggest that a
couple's having recourse to homologous artifIcial fertilization can be
justified if attention is paid to the whole story of therr life together.
"There is. I would say. good reason to consider contraceptlon,
IV1' and AIH as capable of enhancing the natural course of •
marital life in the same v{ay that a caesarean section and bottlefeeding with special supplements do. There can be artifice and
technology that erthance nature. But that needs to be evaluated
within the full continuity and integrity of a couple's sexual life.
2Thcs my colleague James T. BurrchaeU. C.S.c., "'TIeing in the Natiotul!
Cathoiic Reporter on May 8,1987 on the occasi~n of ~e appearance.of Re:pea
for Life, abou;: to invoke the principle of roralIty agams[ the reachmg ot the

instruction. recalls his dissect from Hmnanae lt1We on the same grou~d,

"According to the ethical model followed by Humanae vitae, one mUSt a5~gn
moral ..."alee to method of coi:us~ rather than the full sequence wd story of love
and childbearing throughout the course of a marriage. The poP: par:$ company ''ri.th his advisory cOl:cro.ission, which reported, '"The moral~rf at sexual
acts between married people takes its meaning firs>: of all and speCIfically .fro~
the ordering of their actions in a fruitfcl married life, that is, one which is
practiced v.-ith responsible. generous and proCent parenthood. It does not rhen
depend on r!1e direct fCcundiry of each and every particular act'" (p. 21).
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The moral worth of technical inter,-ention would derive from
whether the union itself was generous betWeen the spouses and
toward offipring".3
Professor Oliver O'Donovan of Oxford objected that in
Humanae viffle, "Chastity in marriage was analyzed into a series of
particular acts of sexual union, a proceeding which carried with it
an unwitting but unmistakable hint of the pornographic". Since
Burtchaell cites O'Donovan at some length, it can be assumed that
what the Oxonian has to say of Humanae vitae as well as of the
Instructian an Respect for Life is considered a high example of the
defense of the principle of torality.
"A married couple do not know each other in isolated moments
or one-night stands. Their moments of sexual uuian are points of
focus for a physical relationship which must properly be predicated of the whole extent of their life together. Thus, the virtue of
chastity as openness to procreation cannot be accounted for in
terms of a repeated sequence of chaste acts, cach of whicb is open
to procreation. The chastity of a couple is more than the chastity
of their acts, though it is nOt irrespective of it either".'
3lbid. Wlch respect to rhe Instruction's argUing that (In Father Burt•.haell·s
paraphrase) "sexual union is damaged when it mvolves a genentive UI: that
docs not involve the mariU11 embrace", Father BurtchaeIl writes. "Here, I
suspect,. SOIllC
principles might be getting a careless application. The
genera.:J.ve aCt 15 bemg viewed as an isolated evenr, separate from me sequence
of sexual union that the married couple have enacted all along. And we are not
g:vrn a principle adequate to discern when tecbnology is assisting and when it
is intruding" (p. 21). With regard to that last specific point, since the tecbnolo.gy could be carried OD years after rbe spouses are dead it could Dot be said
ather to assist or intrude into their generative act. And the same is true of the
present. It is not their act.
"ODonovan as quoted by Burtchaell in the article cited. The application
of this line of thinking to the problems of the InstrUCtion is ,Iso made by
cYDonov"aD. Speakmg ofIVF and ~'\lH. O'Donovan wrires, "There arc distinct
acts of choice, which may involve persons ocher than the couple, in any fOrm
of aided conception, including those forms of which [Catholic official o'pinion
(sic)~ .appro~es. WIu:rher they, ar~ independent acts of choice is precisely the
qt:estlon which requlIes moral .IllSlght. If tbey are indeed i.."'l.dependent (and nor
suhoccmare to the oouple's quest for fruitfulness in their sexual embrace), men

.goo:!
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Burtchadl and O'Donovan provide us with f.Urly recent statements of the way the principle of totality is invoked to justify
what the Church condemns. I find a very curious theory of action
lurking behind their remarks and I think it will be useful to bring
it out into the open, the more so because it seems to me that the
principle the twO 11len invoke provides a very feeble defense of
what they have set out to champion.s
How does Humanae vitae reply to the argument based on
the principle of totality? Reconsideration has led the Holy Father
to declare once again that "cum quis dono Dei utitur, rollens,
licet solum ex parte. sign.i£cationem et :Snem doni ipsius sive
viri sive muliens naturae repugnant eorumque intimae necessitudini, ac propterea etiam Dei consilio sanctaeque eim yolun~
tati obnititur: those who make use of this divine gift while
destroying, even if only partially, its significance and its fmality,
act contrary to the nature of both man and woman and of their
most intimate Ielationship~ and therefore contradict also the
plan of God and his will" (n. 13). Given this judgment, following
OIl the very nature of the conjugal act, the dismissal of the
t

they are certainly offensive. But that point cannot be settled simply by
asserting they are distinct. The question (t::.',1!'1ains: Is ;:bere a mot ..l unity wr.ich
holds toget~eI what happens in me hospital a:ld what happens at home in bed?
Can these procedures be u:lderstoOd appropriately as the couple's search fol
help "v1thin their sexual ~ion (the total life-union of their bodies, rhat 1:;, :lOt a
single se:x.ual act)? And I have to confess thar I do :lot see why nor."
5O'DonO'i.'an's cur:ous suggestion rhat taking aCtS singly is so::nehow pom:r
graphic seerns to invoke a prw,..eiple used in legal quarrels OYer pornography,
Episodes in a story must be considered in the Ugh;: of the IOle they play in the
whole. The novelist will of course v.;-rtre of Unmonl acts and as a rule his
rreatroenr of the:n w:li be jt:.dged in remu of the role they play in rhe overall
Story. Doubtless it is when sexual misbehavior. say. or simply se:ltual activity. is
so described as :'0 appeal to rhe readet's prcrience that the episode assertS itse1
independently of the whole novel. Tha~ would be m artistic flaw. A form of
the principle of totali-.:y is involved in saying ,hat such a novel can have
sufficient redeeming merit to sa've it fro:n such civic condemnation as is still
possible. Of course rhe principle of totality in this second sense is very diffi::en::
from that which would apply to the artiscic unity of the noveL
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argu:nent fur contraception based on the principle of totality is
me'lltable.
Neque vera, ad cos coniuga!es
acrus comprohandos ex industria
hunditate privatos, haec
argumenta ut valida afterre
licet: nempe, id malum el,:,gendum
~se, quod nunu, grave Vldeatur;
msuper eosdem actus in unum
~uoddam co.leseere cum acribus
,<cundis lam .nrea pOSltlS vel
pOStea ponendlS, atque adeo
horum unam a':lue parem moralem
bO.ll1t:\tem partlC1pare. Verum
erumvero~ 51 malum morale
~lerare, quod minus grave sit,
lllterdum licet, ut aliquod maius
metur malum vel ahquod
praesrantlUs bon~ promoveatur
numquam tamen licet, ne ob
1

graV'...ssrrnas qUldem causas,
fucere mala ut eveniaut bona ...
(HV; no. 14)

And to justify conjugal acts
made intentionally infertile
one cannot invoke as valid
reasons the lesser evil, or the
faCt that when taken together
with the fertile acts already
performed or to follow later
such acts would coalesce into' a
wholeandhencewouldsharein
one and the same moral
goodness. In truth, if it is
sometirues pennissible to
tolerate: a lesser moral evil in
order to avoid a greater evil
or to promote a greater good,
it is not pennisslble, not eveu
for the grav"'t!st reasons, to do
evil so that good may follow
therefrom.

. Paul VI must of ~ourse view the argument drawll from totality
:: ,"olatUlg the pnnaple that evil may not be done that good
ght come. A conjugal act so engaged in that it ;<"- 1
ender d . f< til
~ uuect y
r . e m er e is a denial of one of the very meanings of the
act, Its procreanve signifi~ation. As suc~ contraceptive sex is
:rally ".'rong. To. engage m contraceptive sex on the assumption
c_~¥ood things will thereby come about for the couple and their
Mllllly lS to do au evil that good may come.
Those ,;ho dispute this do not of course Wllnt to allow that the
contraceptive. ~ct lS lll1ffioral. To avoid this they suggest another
way of a~prals~ ~ctlons. not one at a time, but as elements in a
moral un1ty which 15 the whole marriage. O'Donovan agrees that
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without subordination to the couple's quest fur fruitfulness in
their union homologous artificial fertilization would be an .offensive act. By parity of reasoning, presumably" the con;racepnve act
would have to be subordinate to the couple s quest tor umon. Or
perbaps in either case the subordioation is to the couple's qu~st fur
union and fruitfulness. The point of the dissent in any Case IS that
the act taken singly has no moral value.
,
This must be distinguished from the tack taken by Burtcbael!
in the passage quoted above where contraception, IVF, AIB,
caesarean sections and bottlefeeding were lumped together as all
involving artifice and technology. It is of course disingenuous to
read the Instruction as expressive of a Luddite distrust for technOlogy since it goes out of its way to make clear that is not the
point.6 Despite this lapse on Burtchaell's part as to. what the
principle of totality is taken to justify-surely the que.mons raised
about contraception and homologous arnfietal fertil=non are
not raised about caesarean sections and bottle-feeding-his statement of the principle is helpful. "The moral worth of teclmical
intervention would derive from whether the union itself was
generous between the spouses and toward offipring."7 .
Kierkegaard contrasted what he called the aesthenc sphere,
symbolized by the seducer, and the ethical sphere, symbolized by
the husband. The former is episodic, the repetition of moment;,
the same damned tbing over and over; this note of the aesthene LI
captured by Leporello's aria in Don Giovanni citing his mas~r's
conquests- one thousand and three in Spain alone! The ethical,
on the other band, involves the acquiring of a history by ,,,rmounting the moment and developing a life. Those who invoke
the principle of totality remind us that mamage IS a pact meant ro
~ "Science and technology are valuable resources for man when placed Jl
his service and when they promote his integ:al development for the benefi[ of
.all' but rhev cannot of themselves show the meaning of existence and of

h~an proi,ress" (Introduction, no, 2).,

.

"
'
flbid., p, 21. Burtcwell goes on to lllvoke the InstruC:10n s UlSlS~ce

•

th~c

human sex is unlike animal sex "and its biologica12specrs must be v:ewed
rhe light of its human aspeCt".

L1.
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iast a lifetin;e, that the spouses enter into it witb an eye to the long
haul, pledgmg their love until death do them part. A marriage is
thus a mutual effort to acquire a character, to do well a work that
neither spouse can do alone. The marriage is somehow a whole
that is greater than its parts and it is the whole which confers
moral value on the parts, not the other way around.
The theory was not invented ad hoc to discuss marriage. It is a
theory about the moral life as such seemingly reminiscent of
Aristotle's, "One ~wallow does not make a spring.» One good
action does not gtve us a good character: and of course when
virtue is had, a good character gained, it is a cause of further good
acts, not SID1ply thel! effect: The attractiveness of the appeal to
mtalrty, then, IS that it call, attention to features of the moral life
which have long been recognized. It Seems clear that those who
im-oke it have in mind such home truths as that a human life does
not consist of a single episode, that the moral lifu is a task over
time in which a history is acquired and we become the kind of
person We morally are.
. Nonetheless, the principle of totality seems to me to be quite
~erent from the tradition it apparently evokes, a sign of which is
rnat JJelther a Kierkegaard nor an Aristotle would have accepted
the theory .of action thought to be implied by the principle of
mtality.s Klerkegaard's notion that the ethlcallife is the acquisiOon of a history never leads him to suggest tbat the actS making it
up should be, on the average, good. No more does Aristotle,
",,,,far as he distingui:hes between a good action and a good
character, think tbat acnons taken one at a time cannot be morally
appmsed. Surely the goodness or badness of the moral life taken
as a whole is essentially dependent on the goodness or badness of
meaers which make it up. If this is so, it cannot be the case that the
indi,~dual acts are what they are morally because they are compo-

"v.:hen Aristotle seeks to establish what makes a man good., he seeks the

fur.ctt~ the well performing of which makes a man
d~anunated ~od because he actS well; when acting

good.. The person is
well is grounded in
chanCre! he will be called a good per$On in a more profound sense. He Q.n he
counted on to perform singular acts of a given moral kind.
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nents of a good life. Surely when we say of someone that he ha,
lived a good life we are speaking of the constituent acts of his life;
the life is good because the acts which make it up are good, not the
other way around.
The proponents of the principle of totality would not want to
countenance an act of marital infidelity by saying that wben
absorbed into the marriage taken as a wbole it loses its negative
note. Yet they Seem to invite such an appeaJ.9 Say it is a single
lapse. Our attitude toward the un.&ithful parmer would be a good
deal difli=nt tha.n it would be ifsuch infidelity were frequent; the
one time adulterer is not as bad as the Imrried philanderer. True as
that is, it in no way alters the taCt that the act of adultery as such is
morally v<'rong. One sin does not make a Vicious person any more
than one good act makes one virtuous. But it is single acts that are
the primary carriers of moral quality and are good or bad. Perhaps
what misleads here is confusing habits or character and acts. One
must have a track record of a certain kind before we account binI
courageous or jusr. But he will acquire the desired character by
means of acts of a cerrain moral kind.10
The conceptual question facing the proponents of the principle
of totality, then, seems unanswerable. How Call a plurality of acts
have a moral character denied to each of them taken singly? To
speak of single acts as episodes suggests that they can have no
moral value as such. But if they cannot, neither can the life of
which rhey form parts. The married life of a couple may indeed in
the main be made up of moraily good conjugal acts but this
provides no basis for saying that this contraceptive conjugal act is
not bad. To say that it is good because it is an episode in a good liii:
will entail denying that the single act of adultery is wrong. We
9 A candidate for the United State.> Sens.te from .Maryland invoked .ire
principle ofrotality (not by name) injun this fashion in an L."ltCrv1ew in the
Washington P:>5t on ~ovember 3, 1988. His antics at beae!:! parries having come:
to the attention of the electorate, Mr. Robb said that he liked to have a little
fun from time to time but he did not want voters to think his infideli:y
de~raCted from his love for bis ",rife and daughters.
:°In our previous :neeting I developed this poin: further. See, ''Funda."''!1CDru
Option", Pmontl..' Verita I! "'{oraie, Circa NuoV';1 Edltrice, RO.I'llC, 1987, pp.4:Q-34-
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may ha'h'e to wait years before we can confidently say that the
spouses ave a good married lire but m" th
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. ce ,0 t e Ullitlve and procreative meanings as
essen" to marned life taken as a whole. But if these two meanmg' .can .only be honored in singular acts, on which basis the
m:med life taken as a whole is said derivatively to honor them it
: ;:g;;;r acts :hat the moral significance of the Spouses' itte
.
e pn:'Clple of totality cannot ground' the claim that
smgolar acts which, taken as such are offensive cease to b
when considered in the light of the moral]'~••~'he ISO
The
1' .
HL "",en as a WOe
h- mora nnperanve is not that We should act well more ofte~
t .n not. Rather It IS: Do good and avoid evil.
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